Resolution of synthetic-aperture imaging through turbulence.
A theory is developed for the resolution of an optical synthetic-aperture imaging system viewing an object through an inhomogeneous refractive medium. The inhomogeneities of the propagation medium create errors in the phase history data with resultant space-variant image effects, including geometric distortions and broadening of the impulse response or point-spread function. I relate the intensity-impulse response to the usual wave structure function. I determine the modulation transfer function for synthetic apertures of any size and exposure time, valid whenever the optical bandwidth is small compared with the carrier frequency, and derive the resolution for monostatic and bistatic synthetic apertures, valid whenever the real sampling aperture is small compared with the medium's coherence length. The results take the same form as the well-known turbulence-limited resolution of incoherent, real-aperture imaging with short exposure. Turbulence-limited synthetic-aperture resolution is somewhat better than incoherent real-aperture resolution under the same conditions. Autofocus processing improves synthetic-aperture resolution beyond this limit, and adaptive correction of higher-order phase history errors would improve it further.